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Abstract. Edge resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) with toroidal mode numbers n = 3 have been used in
DIII-D to eliminate Type I edge localized modes (ELMs) when the edge safety factor is in the resonant window
3.4 < q95 < 3.7 without degrading confinement in H-modes with ITER-relevant pedestal collisionalities ve* ~ 0.2.
The RMP reduces "p ped as expected, with "p ped controlled by the RMP amplitude. Linear peeling-ballooning
(P-B) stability analysis indicates that the ELMs are suppressed by reducing "p ped below the P-B stability limit.
The "p ped reduction results primarily from changes in the pedestal density ne profile, not the pedestal electron
temperature Te profile. This result is inconsistent with estimates based on quasi-linear stochastic diffusion theory
using the vacuum field (no screening of the RMP). The particle transport increase is accompanied by changes in
toroidal rotation, radial electric field, and density fluctuation level ñ in the pedestal, suggesting increased
fluctuation-driven particle transport.

1. Introduction
Operation of next-step burning plasma devices with high fusion power gain Qfus requires
operation at high pedestal pressures that lead to repetitive MHD instabilities known as edge
localized modes (ELMs). In ITER, for example, achieving the target Qfus = 10 is predicted to
produce Type I ELMs with energy losses that exceed the ablation temperature of graphite [1]
and limit the divertor lifetime [2]. Consequently, a technique that replaces the impulsive
ELM-induced transport with more continuous transport while preserving the H-mode pedestal height and core performance would significantly improve the viability of ITER. Several
approaches to controlling the impulsive power loading due to ELMs are being studied,
including: ELM-free H-modes (QH mode [3]), small ELM regimes [4], and H-modes with
pellet-triggered ELMs [5]. Another approach is to use edge resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs) to enhance transport in the pedestal enough to reduce the pedestal pressure gradient
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"p ped below the stability limit for Type I ELMs. In DIII-D, RMPs with toroidal mode num-

ber n = 3 were used to eliminate Type I ELMs when the edge safety factor is in the resonant
window 3.4 < q95 ~ 3.7 without significantly degrading confinement in H-modes with ITERrelevant pedestal collisionalities ve* ~ 0.2 in both low [6-8] and high triangularity shapes.
In this paper, we present the results of ELM suppression experiments using an edge RMP in
H-modes with ITER-relevant !e*. It is found that the RMP reduces "p ped [6], with the "p ped
decrease controlled by the RMP amplitude. Linear peeling-ballooning (P-B) stability calculations using the ELITE code [9] indicate that the "p ped reduction stabilizes the P-B modes
associated with Type I ELMs [6-8]. The "p ped reduction is primarily due to reduction of the
pedestal density ne, not the pedestal electron temperature Te [7,8]. This result is inconsistent
with expectations from quasi-linear theory using the applied RMP (no screening) [7] and
with simulations of the thermal transport in the stochastic layer using the fluid Monte Carlo
heat transport code E3D with the applied RMP [10]. ELM suppression is accompanied by an
increase in density fluctuations ñ due to core modes and broadband turbulence in the
pedestal, suggesting that particle transport increases due to turbulent transport.
2. RMP Approach to ELM Suppression
In the original RMP ELM suppression concept [11], an edge RMP "brm,n produces islands on
rational surfaces in the pedestal. For large enough "brm,n inside the plasma, these islands
overlap, producing a stochastic layer. The enhanced radial transport reduces the edge pped
and "p ped [Fig. 1(a)], moving the pedestal into the stable portion of the P-B stability diagram
[Fig. 1(b)]. Several features of H-mode pedestals in poloidally diverted tokamaks should
facilitate RMP ELM suppression by localizing the perturbation to the pedestal: 1) the high
magnetic shear which leads to closely spaced rational surfaces in the pedestal, so that less
"brm,n is needed to generate the stochastic layer [11]; 2) the plasma rotation gradient across the
pedestal, weakening rotational screening of the RMP [12,13]; 3) the plasma pressure gradient
across the pedestal, weakening the pressure screening of the RMP [14]; and 4) the plasma
collisionality increase across the pedestal, reducing the RMP screening and enhancing the
transport [15].

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of ELMing H-mode (black) and RMP-assisted ELM-free H-mode (red)
profiles of pedestal pressure p ped (solid) and pressure gradient "p ped (dashed). (b) Schematic
of the P-B stability diagram (Jped, | "p ped |) showing how the "p ped drop moves the pedestal
diagonally (green arrow) from the unstable to the stable region due to dependence of the
bootstrap current on "p ped .

In DIII-D, the RMP is provided by a flexible set of coils inside the vacuum vessel (the
“I-coil”), consisting of 2 sets of 6 single-turn window-frame coils, mounted above and below
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the outboard midplane. For these experiments, the I-coil was operated with a toroidal mode
number n = 3 and strong edge resonant poloidal harmonics 6 < m < 13 [Fig. 2(a)] that
produce weakly overlapping vacuum field islands and a broad stochastic layer with remnant
islands in the absence of screening by rotation or pressure [Fig. 2(b)].

FIG. 2. (a) Color contour plot of the magnetic perturbation spectrum, showing the Fourier
amplitude of the n = 3 vacuum field from a 2 kA I-coil current in discharge 122344 as a function
of poloidal mode number m and normalized poloidal flux !n. Contributions from measured field
errors are included. White contour lines are drawn at each 10% in amplitude. Mode resonances
m = nq(!n) (•) lie along a ridge in the contours of the perturbing field. The color bar shows the
amplitude scale in Gauss. (b) Poincaré plot of the vacuum perturbed magnetic field in the (",!n)
plane for # = -120° in discharge 123301 at 2400 ms.

Pedestal collisionality $e* is an important parameter in these experiments because the fraction
!WELM/WPED of the pedestal stored energy WPED lost in an ELM (!WELM) increases as $e*
decreases, reaching 20% at ITER-relevant $e* [1]. In addition, $e* is predicted to impact both
the penetration of the perturbation %brm,n [15] and the stochastic layer transport rates. Consequently, performing the RMP ELM control experiments at ITER-relevent pedestal $e* is
important. In DIII-D, ITER-like values of pedestal $e* based on generalization of the Sauter
formula [16] for Zeff > 1 [17] are achieved by pumping the DIII-D divertor. In the initial $e* ~
0.2 RMP ELM suppression experiments, divertor pumping required operation at much lower
triangularity % = 0.37 than that planned for ITER [Fig. 3(a)]. With installation of a new
divertor baffle structure in 2005, divertor pumping became possible with % ~ 0.7 in ITER
similar shapes (ISS) [Fig. 3(b)].
3. Characterization of the ELM-Suppressed State
Large ELMs have been completely eliminated in ELMing H-modes with $e* ~ 0.2 for both
" ~ 0.37 (black) and " ~ 0.7 (red), as shown in Fig. 3(c). In each shape, the ELMing H-mode
is replaced by a quiescent, steady-state RMP-assisted ELM-free H-mode with confinement
quality factor H98y2 ! 1. For " ~ 0.7, the discharge is switched from 100% co-plasma current
neutral beam injection (co-NBI) to 18% counter-NBI at 4000 ms, producing a drop in
pedestal toroidal rotation v# followed by a return to ELMing H-mode at 4105 ms. For each ",
the pedestal v# increases when the ELMs cease. This pedestal spin-up is a feature of ELM
suppression discharges that lack core MHD and maintain high performance, particularly at
high ". The I-coil current needed to suppress ELMs increases at high ", in part because the
rational surfaces are further from the I-coils (Fig. 3). The I-coil currents of 3 kA (" ~ 0.37)
and 4 kA (" ~ 0.7) in Fig. 3 correspond to an increase in the %br11,3 Fourier amplitude
normalized to the toroidal magnetic field BT from %br11,3/BT = 2.8x10-4 to 3.4x10-4 and are
representative of the increased current needed to stabilize ELMs at high ".
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FIG. 3. Plasma shapes for the RMP ELM suppression experiments at !e*~ 0.2 with (a) " ~ 0.37
and (b) " ~ 0.7 in an ITER-similar shape (ISS). (c) ELM suppression at !e* ~ 0.2 for the ! ~ 0.37
(black) and ! ~ 0.7 (red) shapes, showing, top to bottom: lower divertor recycling, I-coil current,
pedestal toroidal rotation v", !e*, and H-mode confinement quality factor H98y2.

Application of 2 kA of I-coil current significantly reduces "p ped as shown in Fig. 4(a). This
reduction in the peak and width of "pTOT
ped is accompanied by a shift in the radius of the peak,
which is also important for P-B stability. Increasing the I-coil current to 3 kA narrows "pTOT
ped
is
roughly
twice
further, and shifts the radius of the peak gradient further out. The "pTOT
ped
"p eped , indicating that the electron and ion channels share nearly equally in the "p ped reduction [Fig. 4(a,b)]. The "p ped modifications in Fig. 4(a) result primarily from changes in the
pedestal ne profile, not the Te profile, as shown in Fig. 4(c). This ne drop results from a substantial density pump-out when the RMP is applied, as has been reported in previous stochastic boundary experiments [18,19]. As the density pumps out, the ion and electron channels decouple, leading to an increase in Ti in the core to as high as 20 keV. This increase in
Ti/Te alters the partition of energy between the ions and electrons, increasing the power in the
electron channel through the pedestal.
4. Peeling-Ballooning Stability Analysis of RMP-Assisted ELM-Free H-Modes
In experiments at !e* ~ 0.2, it is found that, within experimental uncertainties, the RMP
ELM-free discharges are stable to P-B modes, whereas ELMing discharges become unstable
to P-B modes just before an ELM occurs [6-8]. Profile data similar to that shown in Fig. 4 are
used in a 2D stability code (ELITE [9]) to evaluate the P-B stability for an extensive set of
ELMing and RMP-assisted ELM-free discharges. The stability calculations are based on
accurate global reconstructions of full plasma profiles along with a broad range of mode
numbers (n = 5–30). The non-local stability results are represented in a simplified manner in
Fig. 5. Here, the global experimental profiles are characterized by representative local values,
and the results displayed in a single stability diagram to facilitate comparisons. The variation
in plasma conditions for the discharges in Fig. 5 modifies the stability threshold for #N but it
remains between 0.5 and 2 for all the discharges shown, and we have chosen a nominal
instability threshold boundary of #N = 1 to represent this band in the figure. Figure 5 shows
that in RMP-assisted ELM-free discharges (ellipses) the normalized growth rate lies inside
the stable region when the error bars on the data are taken into consideration. On the other
hand, ELMing discharges (diamonds) consistently reside outside the stability boundary.
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Figure 5 also shows that by increasing the I-coil current, the RMP-assisted ELM-free
discharges can be made deeply stable (red I-coil current labels).
5. RMP-Induced Pedestal Transport Changes
Pellet perturbation experiments have been used to investigate the particle balance changes
due to the I-coil (Fig. 6). Identical pellets were injected into three ! ~ 0.7 discharges with
similar recycling: (blue) ELMing H-mode (I-coil = 0 kA; 100% co-NBI), (red) RMP-assisted
ELM-free H-mode (I-coil = 4 kA; 100% co-NBI), and (black) RMP-assisted ELM-free
H-mode (I-coil = 4 kA; 20% counter-NBI). The density perturbation !ne decayed twice as
fast in the RMP-assisted ELM-free H-modes as in the ELMing H-mode, suggesting that part
of the change in mean ion residence time "p* is due to increased particle transport.
The small Te profile changes are unexpected from
quasi-linear theory [8,19,20]. For 0.85 < #n <

FIG. 4. (a) Pedestal total pressure gradient and (b) electron pressure gradient
versus I-coil current in % ~ 0.37 discharges. (c) Pedestal profiles of (top to
bottom) ne, Te, Ti, and pTOT vs I-coil
current. Dots are data points; lines are
hyperbolic tangent fits to the data. The
profile for 0 kA (blue) is obtained by
fitting Thomson and CER data in the
last 20% of the ELM cycle. The 2 kA
(yellow) and 3 kA (red) profiles are fits
to all Thomson and CER data in
500 ms
windows
during
ELM
suppression.

FIG. 5. Normalized P-B mode growth rates $N =
$/(0.5"*e) (where $ is the P-B growth rate and "*e
is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency) for 6
ELMing cases (diamonds) just before an ELM
and 14 RMP-induced ELM-free (ellipses) cases.
$N is plotted as a function of the maximum value
of the normalized pedestal pressure gradient % =
-[μo/(2#)2]!V/!#(V/2#2Ro)(!p/!#) (where V is
the plasma volume, p is the pressure, # is the
poloidal magnetic flux and Ro is the major radius
of the plasma) and a characteristic pedestal
current density jNped, which is taken to be the peak
value of the parallel current in the pedestal
normalized by the average parallel current in the
pedestal. The stability boundary (black dashed
line). Representative error bars, denoting one
standard deviation, are shown on the data point at
$ = 3.4 and jNped = 0.53. The color bar shows the
value of $N for the color contours in the plot.
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0.98, the Te profile flattens and 1D power
balance estimates indicate that !eexp = -qe/ne
" Te, where qe is the heat flux in the electron
channel, increases to 2.8 m2s-1 for the 3 kA
case in Fig. 4. For 0.985 < !n < 1, the Te
profile steepens and the 1D power balance
estimate is "eexp = 0.1 m2s-1. Comparing these
experimental estimates with the quasi-linear
estimate of "m,nql = vTeDm,nql = 49 m2s-1, where
vTe is the electron thermal speed and Dm,nql =
"Ro

&

n= 3
m=11–13

q m,n (#brm,n BT$1 ) 2 (m) = 3.5 %10$6 m is

FIG. 6. Decay of pellet-induced density rises
"ne in: (blue) ELMing H-mode with I-coil =
0 kA, (red) RMP-assisted ELM-free H-mode
with 100% co-NBI, and (black) RMPassisted ELM-free H-mode with 20%
counter-NBI. The discharges have similar
divertor recycling behavior.

the magnetic field diffusivity [7,8], yields
"m,nql/ "eexp ~ 18 at the top of the pedestal,
which is a modest difference given the uncertainties in the estimate. In the steep gradient region (!n > 0.985), "m,nql/ "eexp ~ 500. This result is difficult to explain with quasi-linear
theory, especially because in this region, screening of the RMP is predicted to be small [15].
Applicability of quasi-linear theory to these discharges is limited by the relatively weak
stochasticity and the presence of multiple remnant islands [Fig. 2(b)]. To address this
limitation, the magnetic field model from the TRIP3D code [11] has been used in the fluid
heat transport code E3D [10,21] to simulate heat transport in the weakly stochastic magnetic
field. Preliminary results, neglecting self-consistent density evolution and atomic physics,
indicate that the electron heat transport estimated using the vacuum field exceeds that
measured in the experiment by a significant amount [10]. This discrepancy may arise from
use of the full vacuum RMP without inclusion of shielding by plasma rotation or breakdown
of the fluid model in this #e* ~ 0.2 regime. [10].
Comparison of the small changes in the Te profile measured during the RMP [Fig. 4(c)] with
expectations for stochastic layer transport is complicated by some effects which need to be
better understood. The large Ti rise in the core during the RMP should increase the power in
the electron channel qe at the top of the pedestal at the same time that ne drops by a third,
increasing the power/particle. These effects might limit the decrease in pedestal Te expected
for a stochastic layer except near the separatrix where the collisional coupling re-equilibrates
the ion/electron power split.
6. Evidence for Penetration of the RMP
The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental power balance estimates of the electron thermal transport emphasizes the need to understand $brm,n inside the plasma. Several
measurements indicate that the RMP penetrates at least the last few percent of !n, including
the existence of a narrow resonance in q-value 3.4 < q95 < 3.7 for the ELM suppression.
Langmuir probe measurements near the divertor strike point also show an increase in Te and a
large drop in floating potential to -150 V, indicating the presence of hot electrons in the
divertor during the RMP [22]. These measurements are consistent with the connection of
magnetic field lines from within the H-mode pedestal to the divertor target plates, leading to
a flux of hot electrons (not thermalized in the SOL) to the targets. The radial electric field on
the SOL side of the Er well becomes strongly positive, consistent with formation of a
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stochastic layer, while the persistence of the Er < 0 minimum in the H-mode Er well may
indicate that the RMP doesn’t fully penetrate past this point in the pedestal [Fig. 7(b)].
Further evidence for RMP penetration comes from comparison of the measured splitting of
the divertor strike point with predictions of the intersection of homoclinic tangles with the
target plates. The RMP splits the separatrix into stable and unstable manifolds which oscillate
with increasing amplitude near the divertor X-point, forming “homoclinic tangles” [23].
These manifolds have been calculated using TRIP3D, and have been shown to govern the Te
profile with E3D [10]. The predicted Te structures are seen in carbon line emission from the
X-point region during RMP-assisted ELM-free H-modes [10,24]. The intersection of the
tangles with the divertor target plates produces a spiral pattern on the target plates that has
been calculated with TRIP3D and compared to measurements in RMP-assisted ELM-free
H-modes at !e* ~ 1 [25]. The observed splitting at !e* ~ 1 exceeds the predicted splitting by
3, implying amplification of the vacuum "brm,n. Preliminary comparisons of the predicted and
observed splitting in RMP-assisted ELM-free H-modes at !e* ~ 0.2 [24,25] suggest that there
is less amplification near the separatrix at this collisionality, consistent with expectations
from an analytical screening model [13].

FIG. 7. Pedestal (a) v! and (b) Er profiles during the ELMing phase before the I-coil and at two
times during the RMP-assisted ELM-free H-mode for discharge 123301 with !e* ~ 0.2 and " ~
0.37. (c) ñ amplitude spectrum and (d) rms amplitudes Atot for frequencies (blue) <0 kHz and
(red) >0 kHz versus time for k# = 1±1 cm-1 (FIR scattering). (e) ñ amplitude spectrum and (f) rms
amplitudes for (blue) 10-400 kHz and (red) 13-100 kHz for a channel reflecting at ne = 1.3 " 1013
cm-3 (#n = 0.98) in the pedestal.

7. Mechanisms for Increased Pedestal Particle Transport
ELM suppression in !e* ~ 0.2 discharges is accompanied by changes to v!, Er and density
fluctuations ñ in the core and pedestal. The v! increase occurs across the pedestal and SOL on
a 50 ms timescale [Fig. 7(a)], but is largest near the separatrix where v! ! 0 in !e* ~ 0.2 discharges at " ~ 0.37. This minimum in v! becomes a well (counter-Ip rotation, v! < 0) at higher
" ~ 0.7. On the same timescale as the pedestal v! increase, the H-mode Er well narrows as Er
increases both inboard and outboard of the Er minimum [Fig. 7(b)]. This change increases Er
shear outside of $n ! 0.9, but reduces Er shear for $n < 0.9. There is an increase in ñ for poloidal wavenumbers k# = 1±1 cm-1 during ELM suppression [Fig. 7(d)] as measured by FIR
coherent scattering. This increase results from increases in both coherent mode activity as
well as increases in the broadband ñ level as seen in Fig. 7(c)] (these changes are not spatially
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localized by this measurement). Radially localized measurements from homodyne
reflectometry in the pedestal also show changes in the character of the fluctuations [Fig. 7(e)]
and in the overall amplitude [Fig. 7(f)]. These ñ changes suggest that the changes in particle
balance may result from increased particle convection due to either ion scale drift wave
turbulence or convective cells.
8. Conclusions
An n = 3 edge RMP has been used in DIII-D to eliminate Type I ELMs when the edge safety
factor is in the resonant window 3.4 < q95 < 3.7 without significantly degrading confinement
in H-modes with ITER-relevant pedestal collisionality ve* ~ 0.2. The results indicate that the
applied RMP penetrates at least far enough into the pedestal to reduce "p ped below the P-B
stability limit for Type I ELMs by altering the global particle balance (the particle confinement time and/or recycling). The effect on heat transport is significantly less than expected
from quasi-linear theory using the applied RMP (no screening) or from simulations of the
heat transport in a stochastic layer using the fluid Monte Carlo heat transport code E3D with
the full applied RMP. The increase in density fluctuations in the pedestal suggests that particle transport rises due to increased turbulent transport. Recent extension of RMP-assisted
ELM-free H-mode operation to ! ~ 0.7 ITER-similar shapes at low "e* indicates that RMP
ELM suppression is a promising tool for ITER.
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